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A s we were pleased to report in our last edition, Professor Frank Land, chairman of our Histo-

ry sub-committee was awarded an OBE in last year’s Queen’s birthday honours. The OBE 

was ‘for services to the Information Systems Industry’. 

Frank, who lives in Totnes, chose to receive his award in a ceremony held in June 2019 for Dev-

on residents.  The award was presented by HM Lord-Lieutenant of Devon, David Fursdon, who 

said: “It is good to see worthy people in Devon getting the reward and recognition that they de-

serve.". Above is a photo taken at the investiture. The Society is truly delighted that Frank’s great 

talents and achievements have been publicly recognised. 

T ony Morgan, who played a key role in the commissioning of Leo II and Leo III systems, has 

died, a victim of Covid-19.  Tony went to Harrow County Grammar School and, after getting 

four A levels, joined the RAF, as his stint of National Service, where he was trained as an air-

radar fitter.  When at school he had heard, on the radio, about the original Lyons collaboration 

with Cambridge and the first successful job being run.  After demob he joined Leo Computers in 

1957 as a trainee engineer and was moved to work on Leo II/1 at Elms House before complet-

ing the training course, progressing to shift leader.  Advancement was to the Minerva Road 

factory where he worked on Leo II/5, the first machine with drums and magnetic tapes, which 

were to be his specialism over the years.  He then commissioned II/8, the first Leo machine with 

core store, for the UK motor manufacturer Standard Triumph.  At that stage of Leo develop-

ment, and subsequently, design faults could show up in commissioning.  As a result of diligent 

fault finding, he made modifications that were subsequently confirmed by the design authority.  

The Duke of Edinburgh visited the factory whilst Tony was working on this machine and talked 

to him; a photo on Tony’s wall shows the two together.   

He then moved to work on the pilot Leo III with Steve Farrow.  It was a half-word machine to 
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15 prove the new concepts incorporated in the machine: importantly, micro-

programming and multi-programming with store protection.  He then com-

missioned III/2 for Rand Mines, South Africa, and took it to Johannesburg, 

6,000 miles from home, where he spent 6 weeks getting it tested and 

accepted by the customer.  No emails then, just airmails; his record of this 

(deposited at CCH Cambridge) makes fascinating reading.  Leo III/1 was 

still in the factory.  Years later David Caminer said that what Tony had 

achieved was incredible.  On his return he commissioned III/5, the “shop 

window” machine for CAV in Acton that was visible from the pavement 

outside, and went on to III/9, the largest configuration yet with many mag-

netic tapes, for Customs and Excise in Southend. 

A word about the commissioning process: in those days there was a sin-

gle engineer responsible for commissioning each system.  This required 

management skills to manage the timescales and the supporting team of 

engineers, operators and support staff.  It meant managing all stages from 

understanding the configuration and any new items, progress chasing 

supply chains of the many outsourced items, locating the units arriving at 

the commissioning bay in the factory, getting everything cabled up and 

power applied, testing all units and progressively integrating them using 

the comprehensive engineering test programs.    At this stage the Master 

Routine operating system was loaded and the system was tested using 

specially adapted commercial programs to simulate the eventual custom-

er environment.  A formal acceptance test was conducted based on the 

stringent requirements of the standard government contracts, whether or 

not the customer was private or government.  This set a high target stand-

ard and everyone knew that trials of public sector machine would be su-

pervised by a team of professional engineers drawn from the GPO.  The 

on-site maintenance engineers would assist in the factory and get to know 

their machine.  After a successful factory test the system was broken 

down, delivered to site, covers were fitted and it was re-commissioned 

and tested again before handover to the customer. 

But back to Tony, who took over management of Commissioning the LEO 

III range of what was by that time English Electric LEO in March 1964 and 

over the next four years expanded to a team of forty including twenty en-

gineers and twelve operators together with supporting functions, using 

eight air-conditioned sites across two factory buildings.  During this peri-

od, Tony led the introduction of the faster Leo 326 machines that initially 

went to the GPO (now BT) for telephone billing, one of the largest single 

computer orders ever at that time.  There were some unexpected tech-

nical problems that required him to get design modifications implemented 

by the development engineers.  Eventually the machines were installed 

on a routine basis and telephone billing was a great success.  Years later, 

a senior field engineering manager confided to Tony that the Minerva 

Road team was the best he’d come across in his career. 

In late 1967 Tony moved towards Product Planning, via a spell of systems 

support for customers during the changeover from English Electric to ICL.  

He was involved in product planning for elements of System 4, 1900, 

2903 and then New Range (2900) where he sorted out the operat-

ing station, using David Caminer’s influence.  After some time he re-joined 

Government Sales as a technical consultant looking at all the “red alerts” 

and major problem sites. 

This is where Leo came back on the scene.  The GPO’s Charles House 

site in West Kensington now had four 326 systems with sixty magnetic 

tape decks of two types and there were big problems that led to the cus-

tomer withholding maintenance charges (a lot of money).  Tony instituted 

training for engineers, got the spares situation resolved, ensured that the 

tape system worked and that the engineers would keep them that way.  

He stayed with it until the rolling six month performance had returned to 

contractual level and the customer paid.  He was awarded a Customer 

Satisfaction Award and joined what was by then ICL’s Post Office (Sales) 

Region to liaise with all their very many sites – Leo, System 4 and 2900 –

he did that for several years.  In the late 1970’s it became clear that the 

Post Office wasn’t redeveloping its billing system, from Leo, quickly 

enough and that the Leo machines would life expire before completion.  

He suggested that the Post Office should pay ICL to develop a DME/Leo 

(using a 2960 processor to implement the Leo microprograms as had 

been done with DME /System 4 and DME/1900).  This was done at the 

ICL Scottish Development Centre in Dalkeith and Tony supplied them with 

the Leo microprogram flowcharts.  When they were ready, he took the 

Leo engineering test programs to Scotland and within a week all were 

working and the Master Routine could then be loaded: another successful 

project that protected the customer and ICL’s interests, although it wasn’t 

extensively used.  Again, his detailed record of this is lodged at CCH.  His 

last working years were spent with Customer Service HQ in Putney and 

then Stevenage until he retired in 1995 after 38 years’ service. 

He had always been a member of the Leo Computers Society and a 

member of its management committee until ill-health made it difficult for 

him to attend meetings.  However, as technical consultant, he continued 

to be the “go-to person” if a piece of equipment turned up or there was a 

technical query.  His encyclopaedic knowledge was absolutely invaluable. 

He generously donated £5000 for the commemorative plaque and infor-

mation board for LEO that have been  installed close to the Cadby Hall 

site.  He regularly attended the committee meetings and reunions until 

arthritis and other health problems prevented it. 

Tony was very sociable.  He played rugby until 42; in the RAF, broke one 

leg and 3 months off; for Lyons / Centaurs, broke the other leg and 3 days 

off; he was then treasurer or secretary for another 25 years and still in-

volved, through the club, with David Caminer and Doug Comish at inter-

national matches.  He was always keen on jazz (Ken Colyer) and attend-

ed dance weekends until the arthritis stopped it.  His passion was Formu-

la I and he had a web site with fine detail on all races since when.  He 

was a supporter of the London Transport Museum and photographed 

each of the different “maze” symbols that are placed at every tube station. 

He gave much to the company, to sport and the Society, he will be 

missed. 

 

Tony in 1960 showing the Duke of Edinburgh the printout from Powers 
Samastronic printer on LEO II/8 which was being set up. The person in 
the middle is Stan Holwill who was conducting that phase of his tour of 

the factory at Minerva Road. 

Tony with gold ingot at a visit 
to Harmony Gold Mine, South 

Africa  in 1962 whilst 
installing LEO III/2. 

Tony our Technical Advisor at the HAC 
Reunion, 15th Oct 2017. 

Tony at the Middle Temple 
Reunion. 


